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with earth, restoring the street and hauling away the surplus materials, as well as the whole cost of pumping, bailing, planking, and shoring, excepting such planking as may be left in by express orders as hereinbefore specified.
Bricks.—All the bricks used shall be of uniform texture, hard-burned entirely through, free from lime or other impuri-ties, that will affect them in water, and shall have straight edges and square angles. Broken bricks must not be brought on the ground, and such as are broken afterwards in handling shall be used only in making closures, or as shall be otherwise specially directed.
The bricks are to be culled as they are brought on the ground, and all bricks of improper quality thrown out and removed from the ground. The culling to be done at the expense of the contractor, who shall furnish the inspector with men for this and similar purposes, when required.
Brick Masonry.—In building brick masonry, none but careful and skillful bricklayers shall be employed.
The bricks shall be clean and thoroughly wet just before being laid, unless otherwise specially directed. Every brick shall be laid with a fush joint; that is, by placing sufficient mortar on the bed and forcing the brick into it in such a manner as to thoroughly fill every joint, whether on the bottom, side or end of the brick with mortar. The joints shall be made as nearly as possible of uniform thickness, not exceeding three eighths of an inch, and in the inside of the invert or lower arch, they shall not exceed one eighth of an inch.
The bricks in each course shall be all stretchers, and to break joints with those in the adjoining courses. The bricks of the inside course shall be laid to a line and to the true cylindrical or other form given for each case. The inside course shall also be made of the smoothest and hardest bricks, carefully selected for this purpose.
The upper arch shall be built on strongly made centers, which shall be drawn with great care, so as not to disturb the brickwork. The crown of the arch shall be properly keyed with stretchers, and all the joints be well filled with the mortar. The exterior surface of the upper arch shall be covered with a coating of mortar, not less than three eighths (3/6) of an inch thick.
The mortar joints on the inside of the sewer below the center line shall be carefully struck when laid, and those above be scraped smooth with the brickwork immediately after the centers are drawn, and the mortar scraped off and entirely removed from the sewer, which is to be left perfectly clean throughout.
All unfinished brickwork must be racked back in courses, except when otherwise specially directed or permitted, and

